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ABSTRACT
Projections of computer languages are tools that help users inter-
act with representations that better fit their needs than plain text.
We collected 62 projections from the literature and from a design
workshop and found that 60% of them can be implemented using
a table, a graph or a form. However, projections are often hard-
coded for specific languages and situations, and in most cases only
the developers of a code editor can create or adapt projections,
leaving no room for appropriation by their users. We introduce
lorgnette, a new framework for letting programmers augment
their code editor with projections. We demonstrate five examples
that use lorgnette to create projections that can be reused in new
contexts. We discuss how this approach could help democratise
projections and conclude with future work.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Interactive systems and tools;
• Software and its engineering → Software notations and
tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
While programming systems [40] exist in many shapes, languages
have long been and remain one of the most prevalent tools to pro-
gram computers [3]. According to recent reports from GitHub1 and
StackOverflow,2 software developers commonly use many differ-
ent programming languages. Some, such as Python and Java, have
been ranked among the most used languages for years. Knowing a
programming language is becoming a staple skill on the job market,
taught to children and university students alike.

1https://octoverse.github.com/
2https://survey.stackoverflow.co/2022/
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Inspired by the syntactic/semantic distinction common to com-
puter science and linguistics,3 we distinguish two paradigms for
interacting with programming languages based on the class of con-
ceptual objects they expose: syntactic interaction, in which users
interact with the concepts of a language (such as its symbols), and
semantic interaction, in which users interact with the concepts ex-
pressed in a language. As an example, semantic interaction allows to
interact with a structure containing three numbers either as a colour
or a 3D position depending on their meaning, whereas syntactic
interaction only allows to manipulate such a structure as a generic
language construct. While some syntactic techniques have recently
proven successful, e.g., block environments such as Scratch [66], the
genericity of the representations permitted by syntactic interaction
can hardly bridge the gulfs of evaluation (interpreting code) and
execution (modifying code) identified by Norman [53]. Semantic
interaction techniques address this limitation by letting users ma-
nipulate representations that are closer to their mental models of
the code than the syntactic form, thereby improving the closeness
of mapping of the notation [32].

In this work, we focus on a subclass of semantic interaction
techniques we call projections—a term adapted from projectional
editing [75]. Projections are alternative interactive representations
of specific fragments of code that complement syntactic interaction
techniques such as text editing by letting users visualise and/or
manipulate concepts expressed with the help of the language, such
as a colour picker for interacting with a piece of code containing
three numbers that represent a colour. Unlike fully visual languages
and “no-code” systems, projections are compatible with (existing)
general-purpose programming languages as they can target frag-
ments of code with specific meanings, without requiring to repre-
sent the rest of the language any differently. Systems that support
projections already exist, but they are often restricted to a single
language and can only project macros or predefined code patterns,
without letting programmers appropriate their programming sys-
tems [19]. They do not fully answer recent calls for more malleable
programming systems, which should let programmers “define new
representations, according to their needs“ [49], embrace “heterogene-
ity in programming practice” [3] and integrate “domain-specific
interactive programming tools into general-purpose programming
environments“ [39].

To address these limitations, we introduce lorgnette (pro-
nounced “lor–niet”), a new framework that lets users create and
modify the projections they want to use in their code editor. Unlike
existing approaches, lorgnette targets both novice programmers

3This distinction was previously applied to programming by Shneiderman and
Mayer [73], but theirs concerns knowledge whereas ours concerns interaction. Our
definition of semantic is also quite general as we make it sensitive to the context, i.e.,
what Connolly and Cooke distinguish as pragmatics [15].
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looking to use and tweak projections created by others; expert pro-
grammers willing to create projections, either by reusing an existing
user interface or by creating one from scratch; and researchers in-
terested in a platform for testing and evaluating projections for
diverse languages. We first review related work. We then analyse 62
projections we collected by reviewing the literature and organising
a design workshop with nine programmers. We present the con-
cepts and implementation of lorgnette and compare it to similar
systems. We evaluate lorgnette’s capabilities by explaining how
we created projections to help with five different situations. We con-
clude with the limitations of our approach and present directions
for future work.

2 RELATEDWORK
We review related work to situate our approach for authoring pro-
jections amongst the various programming practices, interactive
systems and engineering techniques that exist.

2.1 Programming practices
Brooks [12] observed that a part of the burden of software engi-
neering comes from the accidental complexity of the tools we use
for programming. He argued that, unlike the essential complexity
of creating software, this accidental complexity could be avoided.
In reaction, Simonyi predicted “the death of computer languages”
in 1995 [74]. In his view, users of programming systems should
rather focus on the intent of a program—an approach he named
intentional programming [75]. This vision led to software engineer-
ing paradigms such as model-driven engineering [71] and language
workbenches [23], which require a certain upfront investment to de-
fine amodel or a domain-specific language before it can be (1) edited
by projecting parts of it as arbitrary representations such as text,
formulas, diagrams, etc, and (2) transformed into executable code
(or into a language that can be executed).

Almost 30 years later, though, computer languages are still alive
and well. Old languages keep being used [41] and new languages
keep being created, including for domains with WYSIWYG alterna-
tives such as document authoring [14] and data visualisation [69].
Furthermore, alternative views have identified and argued in favour
of less rigid programming practices. Live [77], exploratory [64] and
Babylonian-style [63] programming allow and encourage building
programs by making small, incremental changes and seeing the re-
sult in real time. Postmodern programming [52] rejects any “grand
narrative” about a single best style of programming and encourages
eclectic approaches instead, in which “messy is good” and “pro-
grams can exhibit faults in construction”. Viewing programming as
craft [10], in opposition to Dijkstra’s vision [17], supports the idea
that programming can also be an embodied skill rather than (just)
a scientifically validated method.

These views not only recognise that requirements, environments
and languages keep changing—making them permanently beta [51]—
but also that programming systems should help programmers ac-
commodate these changes. This echoes Dix’s call for designing for
appropriation [19], which encourages designers to create artefacts
that can be used in unplanned and unexpected ways by their users.
It is further supported by recent findings on the ability of users to

use digital tools in unexpected ways by reasoning on the proper-
ties of their target [65] and examples of flexible tools for textual
document authoring such as Textlets [34] and Potluck.4

Modern programming practices call for more malleable program-
ming tools that work with diverse languages. Yet, existing systems
with projections are not aligned with this goal: at best, users can
create projections for one language only; at worst, they must do
with what the developers of the code editor they use decided for
them. Our approach seeks to help users appropriate their code edi-
tors by letting them adapt and create projections for any language
without requiring experts to intervene.

2.2 Interaction with computer languages
The first and most popular technique to interact with programming
languages is text editing, whose prevalence is directly inherited
from the massive use of typewriters to program computers, which
actually inhibited alternative notations that were common at the
time of the first computers [3]. Early alternatives include structured
editors such as the Cornell Program Synthesizer [78], which only
allow programmers to make syntactically valid changes to a pro-
gram, as well as direct manipulation of language primitives as in
Boxer [18]. They have been followed by more modern approaches
such as live data structures [20, 35] and block programming [7]. Arti-
ficial intelligence techniques have also been proposed to synthesise
code using examples [25], sketches [21] and natural language [38].
However, they only help transform a different medium into code,
without helping their users interact with already written code.

While some of these techniques have been advocated as “better”
ways to program than text editing, the past few years have rather
seen the emergence of hybrid programming systems that combine
different interaction techniques, as illustrated by Droplet5 and Pen-
cil Code6 (text and blocks), Nodes7 and Enso8 (text and graphs),
and Stride [44] and Deuce [37] (text and direct manipulation). The
output-directed programming paradigm yields other forms of hybrid
programming systens, in which the alternative representation is the
output generated by the code, which can be directly manipulated,
as illustrated by systems such as Transmorphic [72] and Sketch-n-
Sketch [36]. However, as Hempel et al.’s put it, “manipulation of the
final output alone will be insufficient” and “the intermediate process
should be exposed [. . . ] for manipulation” [36, p. 5].

This restriction does not apply to projections, which use their
own representations. They have already been applied to various
contexts and languages, such as analysing data in Python [42, 82],
inserting colours and regular expressions in Java [57], optimising
loop parallelisation in C [85] and writing documents in LATEX [30].
However, while projections have already proven successful, they
have primarily been developed as isolated prototypes and ad-hoc
tools for specific languages, forcing users to change their workflow
to adopt them and hindering their integration into popular code
editors. Our approach addresses these limitations by allowing users
to mix and match the alternative representations that meet their

4https://www.inkandswitch.com/potluck/
5https://droplet-editor.github.io/
6https://pencilcode.net/
7https://nodes.io/
8https://enso.org/
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needs, in the same spirit as complementary syntactic interaction
techniques in hybrid code editors.

2.3 Alternative notation engineering
Macros have traditionally been used to extend a textual language’s
notations by inserting parameterised text in the code or nodes in
the syntax tree. Since then, other mechanisms for defining custom
syntactic sugar [22] and literal notations [55] that can be packaged
into libraries have been proposed. However, all these approaches
only support new textual notations.

To support alternative visual notations, code editors can be aug-
mented either by their developers or by their users. On the one hand,
developers can hardcode alternative visual notations in specialised
code editors. This is the approach taken by language workbenches
such as Barista [43] and JetBrains MPS [80], which allow to de-
fine a language, program how to represent each syntax tree node,
and generate a custom program editor for this language. This ap-
proach is also used by visual editors that use their own internal
representations and allow to import/export code written in other
languages, such as Envision [5] for Java/C++ and LyX9 for LATEX.
On the other hand, some systems let their users free to decide how
to represent language elements on the fly. This is typically possi-
ble in image-based programming systems such as Smalltalk [31],
Pharo [9], Lively10 and the Glamorous Toolkit,11 in which data,
code and its output are all in-memory objects that can be inspected
and modified by any tool that can read them. It can also be done
using visual macros written in the same language than the one they
can be used in. This approach has recently been demonstrated for
Racket [2] and Hazel [56]. It requires an editor capable of interpret-
ing the code of the macro at edit-time, which must specify (1) how
to build the user interface of the macro and (2) how to generate
code from the model of the user interface.

Independently of the approach, keeping multiple representations
synchronised is challenging. This problem was first studied as the
view-update problem in the database community. It later inspired
Foster et al.’s lenses [26], which reify bidirectional transformations
between two data structures that can be composed. To facilitate
the task of updating code in output-directed programming systems,
special languages with semantics that preserve provenance infor-
mation [13] have recently been developed and applied to HTML
editing [48], SVG image manipulation [36] and data visualisation
brushing [59]. However, we are not aware of any application of this
technique to create alternative notations for local fragments of code.

Our approach to creating malleable projections is inspired by
systems with user-defined visual notations, but we want to go
beyond working with a single language or in a siloed image-based
environment. We seek to apply the concept of lenses to code editors
so that users can link fragments of code written in any computer
language with data structures that can then be used as models for
user interfaces that help interact with these code fragments.

9https://lyx.org/
10https://lively-next.org/
11https://gtoolkit.com/

3 STUDY OF PROJECTION DESIGNS
To further study what projections are used for and what our frame-
work should prioritise, we analyse projections that we collected by
organising a design workshop with programmers and reviewing
projections published in the literature. We present our methodology
for collecting projections and report on the results.

3.1 Design workshop
Our first source of projections is a participatory design workshop
that we organised with programmers who were asked to imagine
and design projections they would like to use.

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited 9 participants (6 men, 2 women,
1 prefer not to say; age 18–44) by posting messages on the mailing
list of a computer science department. 2 participants were research
engineers, 3 were Ph.D. students, and 4 were associate professors
or researchers in computer science, human-computer interaction
and information visualisation. All participants had at least 5 years
of experience with programming, and 6 (66%) had more than 10
years of experience. All of them program at least once a month,
and 7 participants (78%) do it at least once a week. In addition, all
were familiar with multiple programming languages. Participants
did not receive any compensation for their participation.

3.1.2 Setup. The workshop was organised in person and lasted
about 2 hours. Participants were put in groups of 3 so as to maximise
the diversity of the profiles in each group (based on data collected
in the questionnaire). All the tasks were on paper. Participants were
provided with all the drawing material they needed.

3.1.3 Procedure. Before the workshop, we asked participants to fill
in an online questionnaire to collect demographics and information
about their experience with programming. To prompt participants,
we also asked them to write about a situation in which they wished
they had access to an alternative representation of a piece of code. At
the start of the workshop, we asked each participant to summarise
the situation they wrote about .

We then introduced the concept of projection and presented the
three tasks to perform. We showed videos of projections that we
created demonstrating code manipulation using a colour picker,
a 2D table and a style inspector. We also briefly explained how
projections work, insisting on the fact that the same user interface
can be reused in different contexts.

In the first task, we asked participants to list as many ideas of
projections as they could think of—first by proposing three “good”
ideas and two “bad” ideas individually, and then by discussing
ideas within their group. Each idea had to include a title, a short
description of the situation it applies to, a short description of the
user interface of the projection, as well as one or several goals
among: discovering features, understanding code, modifying code,
debugging, explaining, or any freely specified goal. In the second
task, we asked each participant to choose two ideas generated by
their group and to design the projections they describe. Each design
had to include a description of the context in which the projection
could be used, an example of the code or data to represent, and an
annotated sketch of the user interface of the projection. In the third
task, we gave each group the designs created by another group
and asked participants to choose one design and to apply it to a
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new situation. Each redesign had to include a description of the
new context the projection could be used in and an example of the
new code or data to represent. They could optionally include a new
version of the sketch if the user interface had to be adapted to work
in the new situation.

3.1.4 Data collection. We collected and transcribed all the docu-
ments produced by the participants. The full list of designs and
redesigns created by the participants, as well as examples of what
they produced, is available in Appendix A.

We ignored 3 designs and redesigns that we categorise as generic
code editor features rather than projections: making type-aware
suggestions (D5), performing global renaming (R6) and displaying
the definition of a symbol (R8). We did not treat D15 (highlighting
polyglot code) as such as it may not be supported by a code editor
if it requires user knowledge, e.g., to know that certain strings are
written in a special language that can be parsed.

3.2 Examples from the literature
To increase the diversity of the projections collected during the
workshop, we also collected projections from systems published in
the literature. We specifically considered projections, and therefore
excluded syntactic interaction techniques as well as other kind of
code augmentation techniques [76].

Since the term projection is not commonly used to describe the
kind of interactive system we are interested in, we did not use a
systematic approach such as a keyword search. Instead, we (1) re-
viewed systems presented in articles published in the past few
years to major conferences/journals in the fields of both human-
computer interaction and programming systems12 and (2) reviewed
references of potential interest in the articles we selected in the
first step. We only retained projections that were part of working
systems. We therefore ignored unimplemented ideas of potentially
useful projections, such as interactive chemical formulas [30] and
table-shaped diagrams for TCP messages [2]. This method should
not be considered as an extensive or a systematic review of the
literature on projections, and we do not claim that the results fully
capture the variety of projections available in published systems.

3.3 Results
The participants produced 44 projection ideas in the first part of
the workshop, of which 23 were developed into actual projection
designs, and we collected 39 from the literature, resulting in a total
of 62 projections. We analysed the collected projections both in
terms of contexts of use (which situation are they used in?), data
(what is projected?) and representation (how is it projected?). We
list the projections we reviewed and summarise our findings in
Table 1, and we report the full lists of designs created during the
workshop and articles we collected in Appendices A and B.

3.3.1 Contexts of use. Projections can target different audiences
such as software developers, domain experts, e.g., to create elec-
tronic circuit [79], teachers, e.g., to create assignments (D14, D16,
R2, R3), and students, e.g., to learn Rust [1]. They can also serve very
diverse goals: among the 44 projection ideas that were proposed by

12This notably includes ACM CHI, ACM UIST, ACM SPLASH, ACM PLDI, IEEE
VL/HCC and the Programming journal.

workshop participants, 26 (59%) were designed to help them under-
stand code, 24 (55%) to modify it, 16 (32%) to debug it, and 12 (27%)
to explain it or to discover new features. One participant was also
interested in using a projection to generate synthetic data (D12).

Projections can be used in diverse types of programming sys-
tems. In the literature, they are used in regular code editors (27/39),
notebooks (5/39) and specialised environments (7/39). In the work-
shop, this was often unspecified, but most projections seem to be
designed for code editors and two for terminals (D4, D9). They
can also work with multiple languages—not just programming
languages—including Python, Java, C, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Swift,
Rust, Racket, Haskell, Hazel, LATEX, Markdown, YAML and others.

3.3.2 Data. Projections can rely on both static data available at all
times, e.g., the code of a LATEX table, and dynamic data available only
during execution, e.g., the content of a Python dataframe. Some
projections use both: for instance, mage’s image editor [42, fig. 3]
gets the image to edit from the memory at runtime but reads the
area to crop in the code. Furthermore, one workshop participant
proposed a projection idea (that was not turned into a design) to
visualise the introduction of a merge conflict with another branch
of their versioning system, which suggests that some projections
may need environmental data that is not directly related to the code
or its execution, such as data from the version control system.

When a projection represents code, the scale of the code also
differs from one projection to another. Most projections only repre-
sent local fragment of code (50/62), e.g., a colour value or a local tree
transformation. Others either represent entire files (6/62), e.g., a list
of timestamped 3D positions or a code assignment, or code located
in multiples files (6/62), e.g., the structure of a container in a HTML
file and the related style in a CSS file. This echoes the multiple
scales of code patterns that have been identified in the literature:
beacons [81] and nano-patterns [29] at the instruction/line level;
micro-patterns [28] at the class/file level; and design patterns [27]
at the multi-class/multi-file level.

3.3.3 Representations. More than half the projections we reviewed
(37/62) take the form of either a grid, a graph or a form, which
seem to be very versatile user interfaces for projections. The rest of
the projections use various user interfaces, including some highly
specific ones that were used in only one situation, such as maps
(D12) and music staves (D1). While the same user interface can
be reused to represent different concepts, some concepts can also
be represented by different user interfaces, e.g., a state machine
can be represented both by a grid and a graph. Regarding inter-
activity, about three user interfaces in four allow to modify the
code interactively (45/62), while others serve as static alternative
representations of the projected data.

Projections can also be displayed at different locations, regardless
of their user interface. In the literature, this includes inline projec-
tions (11/39), which mix with textual code; side projections (14/39),
which appear next to the code; detached projections (10/39), which
appear in a different panel; and embedded projections (4/39), which
appear in another document. Besides a few projections created with
JetBrains MPS, none of the systems we reviewed let users change
the display location of a projection—even though that may benefit
some user groups, as discussed by Omar et al. [56, §5.3].
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Table 1: List of projections we reviewed. Source represents
the workshop design numbers as specified in Table 3 or ref-
erences to published systems as specified in Table 4 (see Ap-
pendices A and B).

Representation Projected concept Source

Form Colours [56, 57]
GUI component properties [58]
Graphical properties [58]
Animation properties [58]
Form building [2]
Regular expression [57]
Configuration file D3, R5
FFmpeg configuration D4
Pandoc configuration D10
Documentation comment D6
Shell expansion D9
Code assignment D14, D16, R2, R3

Graph List [24, 35]
Tree [2, 24, 62]
State machine [24, 79]
Rust’s ownership [1]
Runtime stack and heap [33]
Reactive stream [16]
Call graph [45], D7

Grid Dataframe [42, 56, 61]
State machine [79]
Document table [30]
Grid layout [30], D11, R9

2D plot Dataframe [42, 82]
Machine learning metrics [83]
Loop parallelisation [85]

3D plot 3D trajectory D8
3D object R7
Transform reference point R1

Typeset mathematics Coded formula [30, 43, 62], R4
Optimisation problem D2

2D game board Conway’s Game of Life [62]
Tsuro [2]

Circuit diagram Hardware circuit [47]
Quantum circuit [4]

Image editor Image transformation [30, 42, 56], D13

Marble diagram Reactive stream [6]

Music staff LilyPond score D1

Map Geodata synthesis D12

Sequence diagram Variable access D17

Highlighted code Polyglot code D15

3.4 Discussion
The results of the study depict a very eclectic design space for pro-
jections. Projections can be used in different sorts of programming
environments and languages by both experts and non-experts. They
rely on very different types of data that may originate from the

code, its execution or the environment it is written in, and they can
be represented by very generic or very specific user interfaces. A
single user interface can be applied in different situations, and a
single concept can benefit from multiple user interfaces.

Yet, existing program editors with projections are built using
paradigms that only support certain subsets of that design space. For
instance, projectional editors generated by model-driven engineer-
ing systems and language workbenches only support alternative
representations for predefined syntax tree nodes in a single lan-
guage, which cannot exploit runtime data since the language must
be transformed before it can be executed. They also make the cost
of creating projections very high since it requires having access to
the sources of the editor, creating them from scratch (at best, parts
of the implementation could be copied from other projections), and
recompiling the model into a new projectional editor. Image-based
programming systems are more appropriate for exploiting runtime
data since they blur the distinction between code and data, but like
projectional editors, they require to use their own language and do
everything in their isolated ecosystem. Visual macro systems make
it easier to create projections since they can do it from within the
language to project itself, but this hardly promotes reusing the same
user interface across languages, even though concepts common to
multiple languages may benefit from the same kind of projection.

Overall, all these approaches still remain specific to a single
language. They are often restricted to projecting specific AST nodes
and do not support targeting arbitrary code patterns. Furthermore,
they do not lower the cost of reusing generic user interfaces, even
though we observed that three are used in 60% of the projections
we collected.

4 THE LORGNETTE FRAMEWORK
In light of these findings, we introduce lorgnette, a new frame-
work that allows users to create andmodify the projections available
in their code editor. lorgnette targets multiple categories of users,
from novices who only want to tweak existing projections to sea-
soned programmers willing to create projections with custom user
interfaces to accompany a library they work on. We present the
concepts of lorgnette, describe its implementation and compare
its features and properties to those of related systems.

4.1 Concepts
lorgnette is a framework for augmenting code editors with pro-
jections. It is not a code editor in itself, but a means to instrument a
code editor so that its users can freely create, modify and delete pro-
jections by themselves without needing the code editor developers
to intervene. To be compatible with lorgnette, a code editor must
expose an environment that gives lorgnette access to resources
(such as files and debuggers) and a view in which lorgnette can
display projections and process user events. Once lorgnette has
been configured for a code editor, users can start augmenting it
with projections by writing projection specifications. A specifica-
tion is a blueprint for a projection that tells lorgnette when and
how to create it. It has three main responsibilities: extracting the
appropriate resources, mapping them to a model, and pairing it
with a user interface. The whole process of turning a specification
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registerProjection({
name: "CSS colour picker",
requirements: { language: ["css"] },
pattern: new SyntaxPattern(...),
forwardMapping: ...,
userInterface: "color-picker",
renderer: "side",
backwardMapping: ...,

});

1

A B

C

2
3
4
5
6

JavaScript

RESULT IN THE CODE EDITOR

SPECIFICATION OF THE PROJECTION STEPS TAKEN BY THE FRAMEWORK FOR EVERY SPECIFIED PROJECTION

The environment is responsible for exposing the appropriate resources

Figure 1: Description of the process followed by lorgnette to instrument a code editor with a colour picker for hexadecimal
colour codes in CSS. A The JavaScript specification of the projection. B The process followed by the framework to turn the
specification into actual projections. The yellow labels show examples of what is created or performed at each numbered
step. C The resulting augmented code editor. The displayed colour picker represents the colour coded in hexadecimal at the
cursor’s position (line 19).

into a projection is depicted in Figure 1. The numbers in yellow
discs in the text below refer to the six steps shown in the Figure.

Extracting resources. The first responsibility of a specification
is to list its requirements ( 1 ), i.e., the conditions that must be
fulfilled for the projection to be created. They typically represent
assertions about the environment, such as the language(s) the pro-
jection is designed for. Moreover, they must also specify what are
the resources ( 2 ) needed by the projection, i.e., to create a model
for the user interface. Resources represent different sorts of data
that can be used by projections. The main type of resource is the
fragment of code that is being projected, either in the form of
a range in the text (a textual fragment) or in the form of a node
in the syntax tree if the language can be parsed (a syntactic frag-
ment). Specifications must include a pattern that will be used by
lorgnette to search for matching fragments in the code, each of
which will be projected. These patterns can either be textual, e.g.,
using a regular expression, or syntactic, e.g., using an assertion that
must be true for syntax tree nodes that can benefit from the pro-
jection. If the environment supports it, resources can also include
runtime information, such as the value of a variable at a certain
point in time. This requires to write runtime requests in the spec-
ification, which specify when and how lorgnette should query
the runtime (such as a debugger running the code that is being
projected) and whose responses will be provided to the projection
as resources. lorgnette currently supports these three types of

resources (textual fragments, syntactic fragments and runtime in-
formation), but other types of resources could be made available to
projections as well, such as local files or environment variables.

Mapping resources to a model. When all the requirements to cre-
ate a projection are met, the requested resources are extracted and
passed to the forward mapping ( 3 ). The forward mapping is an
arbitrary function that is responsible for processing the resources
in order to return a valid model𝑀 , such as by extracting useful in-
formation from the code fragment. Whenever the state is modified,
typically through the user interface, the new model𝑀 ′ is passed to
the backward mapping ( 6 ), possibly along with extra data (such
as the previous model and other information on what changed).
The backward mapping is an arbitrary function that is responsible
for updating the underlying resources, e.g., by modifying the code
fragment, so that applying the forward mapping would produce
𝑀 ′, i.e., so that the set of forward and backward mappings form
a well-behaved lens [26]. In case the state is never modified, such
as when using a projection to display a static representation, the
backward mapping can be left undefined.

Rendering the user interface. Once the model has been generated
by the forward mapping, the user interface ( 4 ) can be instanti-
ated using𝑀 and provided to the renderer ( 5 ). The user interface
has the responsibility of deciding how to represent the data, process
events such as clicks and key presses, and update the model when
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appropriate; while the renderer has the responsibility of deciding
when and where the user interface should be displayed in the code
editor. For instance, by switching between two different renderers,
the same user interface could be displayed either in a separate panel
or next to the cursor when it is inside the code being visualised.

Reusing patterns and mappings as templates. While requiring
users to write arbitrary mappings between resources and a model
allows lorgnette to support very diverse situations, writing bidi-
rectional mappings from scratch is effortful and hard to reuse across
similar situations. To avoid this complexity, other systems such as
Codelets [58] and mage [42] only allow to specify text templates
with “slots”. The slots can be written when the user interacts with
the projection and read again when the code is directly modified.
This solution has the advantage of being easy to use, but it is too
simple to support a number of common situations. For example, it
does not support creating slots in an unsorted key-value list—such
as objects in Python or JavaScript—since all the possible orders
would have to be enumerated.

To help users create projections for this kind of common situa-
tions, lorgnette includes its own type of templates. In lorgnette,
a template reifies a procedure for creating a model containing key-
value pairs. Each template specifies slots, which are not restricted
to predefined ranges and whose meaning is completely template-
specific. Each slot must have a key, which identifies the slot’s value
in the model, and an evaluator, which tells the template how to
turn the text content of the slot into a usable value. A slot specifi-
cation may also contain other information, such as a default value
that should result in the slot’s deletion in the code, e.g., to avoid
cluttering a configuration object with default options. For example,
a template for named arguments in Python lets users specify which
function names they want to target, which arguments they are
interested in (keys) and whether to parse each value into a string,
a number, a boolean, etc. (evaluators). This template automatically
generates resource specifications and mappings that result in an
model where the keys are argument names and the values are eval-
uated argument values. Users are not restricted to use the model as
is: templates can specify arbitrary functions to further transform
the model into the shape expected by the user interface.

4.2 Implementation
lorgnette is implemented as a library written in TypeScript with
React.13 We open-sourced the code at https://github.com/exsitu-
projects/lorgnette. React allows to exploit the large ecosystem of
React components to quickly experiment with new user interfaces
for projections, but it is not a core requirement of the implementa-
tion. In its current version, lorgnette can parse code written in
five languages (JSON, CSS, Markdown, JavaScript/TypeScript and
a subset of Python). It also includes six user interfaces (a colour
picker, a table, a form, a file tree, a 2D plot and a regular expression
diagram), three renderers (next to the code, in a popover and in a
popup) and four templates (named groups in regular expressions,
JSON objects, JavaScript objects and arguments of Python func-
tion calls). At the moment, supporting new languages and adding
new user interfaces, renderers and templates requires to modify

13https://react.dev/

the source code of the framework. However, we plan to create a
plugin architecture so that users can extend the framework without
having to edit the framework’s code.

We used lorgnette to create two different code editing environ-
ments: a playground in the form of a webpage, and a custom editor
for the Visual Studio Code14 (VSC) editor. The playground includes
a number of examples to try projections for different situations
and in different languages. When the language can be parsed, the
syntax tree of the document can also be displayed next to the code
editor, a convenience for writing syntactic patterns. The custom
VSC editor is a custom extension for VSC that replaces the standard
code editor of VSC by a similar-looking code editor that can be
augmented with projections. It consists of two parts: a webview
that runs an instance of the Monaco code editor instrumented with
lorgnette, and a core that gives the webview access to some of
VS Code’s extension APIs via message passing.

One of the major differences between the two environments is
that the custom VSC editor supports runtime queries. To do so,
the extension converts runtime queries emitted by lorgnette in
the webview into messages sent to debuggers supported by VSC
using the Debug Adapter Protocol (DAP).15 For each runtime query,
the core sets a breakpoint at the start of the code fragment of the
projection that emitted the query. When the breakpoint is hit by
the debugger, the core (1) retrieves the current thread and frame
IDs, (2) uses them to ask the debugger to evaluate the runtime
query’s expression using an evaluate request, and (3) resumes
the execution. When the debugger answers the request, the exten-
sion captures the response, pairs it with the corresponding query,
and forwards it to the webview, so that lorgnette can update
the projection that made this query. Since the DAP is designed to
be language-agnostic, this mechanism works with multiple lan-
guages and debuggers without requiring any change to the code
(besides writing runtime queries in the appropriate language). In
our tests, we were able to successfully use runtime queries with
VSC’s JavaScript debugger, Google Chrome’s JavaScript debugger
and VSC’s Python debugger.

4.3 Comparison with existing systems
To explain what makes lorgnette unique, we compare it to eight
other systems that also allow to create projections for code edit-
ing environments. We focus on the type of resources that can be
projected, as well as on five properties of the resulting projections:
persistence, bidirectionality and composability, which have been pre-
viously identified by Omar et al. [56] and Gobert and Beaudouin-
Lafon [30], and malleability and language agnosticism, which we
identified and named for the purpose of this work. The systems
and the results of the comparison are summarised in Table 2.

4.3.1 Type of resources. We compared the type of resources that
can be used to create projections: the text of the code itself, the
nodes of the syntax tree that models it, as well as information only
available at runtime. To the best of our knowledge, lorgnette
is the only framework that supports all three. Barista, Envision
and MPS only support syntactic patterns, and mage only supports
textual patterns. The other systems are even more restricted, as
14https://code.visualstudio.com/
15https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol/

https://github.com/exsitu-projects/lorgnette
https://github.com/exsitu-projects/lorgnette
https://react.dev/
https://code.visualstudio.com/
https://microsoft.github.io/debug-adapter-protocol/
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Table 2: Comparison of lorgnettewith eight other systems that explicitly support projections in code editing environments.
Orange values represent partially positive answers, and dashes represent negative answers. The meaning of the columns is
explained in subsection 4.3.

System Supported resources Persistent Bidirectional Composable Malleable Language-agnostic
Text Syntax Runtime

Barista [43] – Yes – Yes Yes – – –
Envision [5] – Yes – Yes Yes – – –
MPS [80] – Yes – Yes Yes Yes – –
Graphite [57] – Constructors – – – – – –
Codelets [58] Snippets – – – Yes – – Yes
Visual syntax [2] Macros – – Yes Yes – Yes –
mage [42] Yes – Yes Partially Yes – – –
Livelits [56] Macros – Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes –

lorgnette Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes – Yes Yes

they can only provide projections for class constructors (Graphite),
predefined code snippets (Codelets) or user-defined macros (Visual
syntax, Livelits), meaning that projections cannot be made avail-
able for existing code. In addition, only mage and Livelits support
projections that use information from the execution of the code.

4.3.2 Persistence. Persistent projections remains available after
they have been used once. lorgnette, like most other systems,
offers persistent projections. Graphite and Codelets’ projections do
not persist as they are only designed to help users configure pieces
of code when they are inserted, and mage’s only partially persist as
they require to re-evaluate code cells to turn the magic commands
into projections again.

4.3.3 Bidirectionality. With bidirectional projections, the code can
be updated by interacting with the projection and conversely. All
the systems we reviewed but one are bidirectional, and so is
lorgnette. The only exception is Graphite, which only allows
to specify the code to generate by interacting with the user inter-
face of its projections. This is a similar limitation to many code
generators that help generating code once but cannot interpret
edits made to the generated code, as in online tools that help write
tables16 and configure CSS properties.17

4.3.4 Composability. Composable projections can include other
projections, e.g. by projecting the code of a table cell in a projection
that arranges the code into a table. Only Livelits and MPS have this
property. At the moment, lorgnette does not support composable
projections, as a projection can only be created from the content of
a code editor, not from the content of another projection.

4.3.5 Malleability. A malleable system lets users create, modify
and delete projections. lorgnette’s paradigm is specifically de-
signed to support malleability by separating the specifications of
the projections from the code editor. Visual macros for Racket and
Livelits also achieve this property, but they are only meant to be
used in a single language and do not offer as much control on the
projection as lorgnette (such as when and where to display it).
Other systems could be argued to be malleable by supporting exten-
sions, but it typically requires a much higher amount of work, such
16https://www.tablesgenerator.com/
17https://webcode.tools/generators/css

as creating a custom code editor panel with its own projections in
VS Code or completely specifying the syntax, type system, etc. of
the language to project in MPS.

4.3.6 Language agnosticism. A system is language-agnostic when
the user interface of a projection can be seamlessly reused across
different languages. This must be distinguished from polyglotism,
which qualifies a system that can distinguish among languages
embedded in other languages. The only two systems with this
property are Codelets and lorgnette. Codelets supports code
snippets written in any language as it only treats them as text. In
addition to supporting textual resources, lorgnette also supports
cross-language syntactic and runtime resources by abstracting over
language-specific features with concepts such as syntactic patterns
(which work the same with any syntax tree) and runtime requests
(which work the same with any DAP-compatible runtime).

Overall, lorgnette is the only framework that supports all three
kinds of resources, and the only one that is both malleable and
language-agnostic. This makes it unique among the systems we re-
viewed, as it allows to create projections for very diverse use cases.

5 CASE STUDIES
Since lorgnette is a framework for creating special kinds of user
interfaces, we follow Olsen’s recommendations for evaluating such
systems [54] and demonstrate how lorgnette fulfils Resnick et al.’s
low threshold, high ceiling, wide walls goals [67]. To this end, we
describe how we used lorgnette to implement projections in five
different use cases. We present the situations and the projections,
explain how we implemented them, and highlight key differences
with what could have been done with other systems. All the pro-
jections are shown in Figure 2. We refer to them using numbers in
yellow discs.

5.1 Manipulating colours
Colour pickers are one of the few projections that are found in sev-
eral established programming systems. As an example, as of March
2023, colour pickers are available in professional software such as
JetBrains’ IntelliJ IDEA for Java and Microsoft’s Visual Studio Code
for CSS. Yet, even such a simple projection cannot be adapted to

https://www.tablesgenerator.com/
https://webcode.tools/generators/css
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#c80077 Any language1

/[+-]?([0-9]+([.][0-9]*)?|[.][0-9]+)/ JavaScript3

"mark": {
"type": "line",
"stroke": "rgb(37, 71, 100)",
"strokeWidth": 2,
"strokeDash": [2, 2],
"fontWeight": "bold"

}

Vega (JSON)6

| Option | Description |
| --- | --- |
| data | path to data files. |
| engine | engine to use for templates. |
| ext | extension to use for dest files. |

Markdown2 barplot(
data = user_data
x = "condition",
y = "time",
palette = "colorblind",
errorbar = "ci",
errwidth = 2,
capsize = 5

)

Python5

JavaScriptposX = Math.cos(angle) * radius; /* trace: posX */4

Figure 2: The six projections we implemented to demonstrate lorgnette’s capabilities along with the code fragments they
represent. 1 A colour picker for hexadecimal colour codes. 2 An interactive Markdown table. 3 A railway diagram for
regular expressions. 4 A 2D plot of values taken by the posX variable at runtime. 5 A form to configure Seaborn’s barplot
function. 6 A form to configure the style of Vega marks.

work in other situations than the one they were hardcoded for:
users have no way to make them work with languages and colour
formats they were not designed for, even though their syntax may
be very similar.

We used lorgnette to create a projection that lets users view
and manipulate colours encoded as hexadecimal colour codes such
as #c80077 ( 1 in Figure 2). It makes it easy to manipulate any such
sequence of text as a colour, no matter whether it is a primitive
value, a string, a comment, etc. Since it only relies on text, it is
automatically available in every language, including languages that
lorgnette cannot parse.

To create this projection with lorgnette, we used a regular
expression pattern template. This template allows to create slots for
each named capture group of the regular expression. We created
three slots, one for each successive pair of symbols following the
initial # sign, that are each evaluated as numbers written in base 16.

Finally, we added transformer functions that (1) wrap the RGB
values into an object at the end of the forward mapping, to create
a model with a color field, which is what the colour picker user
interface expects; and (2) unwrap the modified color object at the
beginning of the backward mapping, which is what the template
expects.

const hexadecimalEvaluator = new NumericEvaluator({
isIntegerValue: true,
integerBase: 16

});

const template = new RegexTemplate(
"#(?<r>[a-fA-F0-9]{2})(?<g>[a-fA-F0-9]{2})(?<b>[a-fA-F0-9]{2})",
{

"r": hexadecimalEvaluator,
"g": hexadecimalEvaluator,
"b": hexadecimalEvaluator

},
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{
transformTemplateModel: model => {

return { color: model };
},
transformUserInterfaceModel: model => {

return { ...model.color };
}

}
);

registerProjection({
name: "Hexadecimal colour picker",
...template.resourcesAndMappings,
userInterface: "color-picker",
renderer: "side"

});

The projection could be adapted to support 3- and 8-digits hexa-
decimal colours, as well as other common notations such as rgb(200,
0, 119) and hsl(324, 1.0, 0.39). This would only require using
templates with slightly different regular expressions and adding con-
versions between colour spaces in the transformer functions when
needed. The only other system to support this type of language-
agnostic textual patterns is Codelets, but since it only works with
predefined code snippets, it could not recognise hexadecimal codes
that are already written, e.g., in existing code bases or in code pasted
from the internet.

5.2 Authoring tables
Tables written in languages such as HTML, Markdown and LATEX
are notoriously tedious to manipulate as text. As an example, in
all of these languages, cells are grouped by row, which means
that inserting, reordering or deleting a column requires as many
edits as the number of rows. In reaction to the need for a more
interactive interface to create and modify such tables, authors have
reported using spreadsheets to organise their data beforehand [30]
and online code generators to synthesise code in the appropriate
language. However, these strategies also increase the time needed
to author these tables and the workload induced by the repetitive
context switches between multiple programs every time the table
must be modified.

We used lorgnette to create a projection for Markdown ta-
bles ( 2 in Figure 2). It mimics the type of feature offered by the
aforementioned code generators: cells can be edited by double click-
ing on them, and rows and columns can be inserted and deleted
using a contextual menu and moved by dragging their headers. To
create the projection, we used a syntactic pattern to target nodes
representing tables. We then iterate over the row and cell nodes
to collect the content of every cell into a two dimensional array to
create the appropriate model in the forward mapping, and do the
exact opposite to replace the table’s content with the new model in
the backward mapping.

Projections for manipulating tables have been shown in mage
and Livelits, but they were designed to interact with tables which
only exist at runtime, such as dataframes created by reading a
CSV file, whereas authoring tables written in document description
languages usually requires to modify tables written in the code.
Software such as Adobe Dreamweaver also let users interact with
HTML tables in a WYSIWYG fashion, but it is specialised for a
single language and requires to interact with the formatted output
instead of letting users focus on the content and the structure of

the table. In contrast, lorgnette allowed us to easily create a tool
to write and edit tables written in Markdown, akin to i-LATEX’s
projection for LATEX tables [30]. Since tables usually have a clear
hierarchy in syntax trees, creating similar projections for other
document description languages would likely be as straightforward
as it was for Markdown.

5.3 Writing regular expressions
Regular expressions are a powerful mechanisms for specifying
textual patterns, but they must often be written in an embedded
domain-specific language, e.g., as a literal value or as a string, mak-
ing them hard to use. Various techniques have been proposed to
help users write regular expressions, ranging from synthesising
them from positive and negative examples [84] to explaining their
meaning using augmented code editors [8]. Yet, these techniques
often remain research prototypes or only exist as independent web
services such as Regexr18 and Regulex19 which, just like code gener-
ators for tables, force programmers to switch to a different program
every time they want to author or analyse a regular expression.

We used lorgnette to create projections that recognise regular
expressions in the code and add a button next to them to visualise
them as railway diagrams ( 3 in Figure 2). We created two projec-
tions for JavaScript: one for regular expression literals, e.g., /ab*/g,
and one for the arguments of the regular expression constructor,
e.g., new RegExp("ab*", "g"). We used two syntactic patterns to
target the two contexts these regular expressions can appear in and
isolated the expressions by computing the appropriate substrings
in the forward mappings.

const regexLiteralPattern = new SyntacticPattern(node =>
node.type === "RegularExpressionLiteral"

);

const regexConstructorPattern = new SyntacticPattern(node =>
node.type === "NewExpression" &&
node.childNodes[1].text === "RegExp"

);

In each projection, the user interface displays the railway dia-
gram created by Regulex. It works by loading the Regulex website
in an <iframe> element that loads a dynamically constructed URL
containing the regular expressions to visualise. Since Regulex does
not allow to modify the regular expression by interacting with the
diagram, our projection does not either. Nonetheless, we believe
this example shows how lorgnette allows to embed online tools
in a code editor in a contextually relevant fashion, therefore re-
ducing the number of context switches, even if their source code
is not publicly available. In addition, since most languages use a
similar regular expression dialect, the projection could be reused to
visualise (most) regular expressions written in other programming
languages simply by changing the pattern to search for in the code.

5.4 Tracing variables at runtime
Inspecting the current value of a variable is a staple of debugging.
Displaying the values of the variables in the current namespace is a

18https://regexr.com/
19https://jex.im/regulex

https://regexr.com/
https://jex.im/regulex
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standard feature in many debuggers, and systems such as Light Ta-
ble20 and Google Chrome’s debugger can even display the value of
expressions next to where they appear in the code. In addition, even
when debuggers are available, many programmers also rely on print
statements that they manually add to their code. Yet, none of these
techniques allows to visualise how the value of a variable evolves
over time or to compare it to previous values. At best, programmers
are left with a sequence of raw values printed in the console that
they must carefully analyse.

Using lorgnette, we developed a projection that serves as a
debugging tool that plots the values taken by a variable using a 2D
plot user interface ( 4 in Figure 2). The projection is designed for
JavaScript. It works with comments that start with trace: followed
by the name of the variable whose value must be plotted. They are
targeted using a regular expression pattern. Using the fragment, a
runtime query is then constructed by extracting the variable name
to evaluate from the comment’s body. Finally, the forward mapping
maps the runtime response (which are automatically accumulated
by the projection) to a model formed by a list of objects containing
the values of the variable and the time at which it was modified.

const pattern = new RegexPattern(
"/\\*\\s*trace\\s*:\\s*\\w+\\s*\\*/"

);

const runtimeRequests = ({ fragment }) => {
const text = fragment.text;
const identifier = text
.slice(text.indexOf(":") + 1, text.length - 2)
.trim();

return [new RuntimeRequest(fragment, identifier)];
});

const forwardMapping = ({ runtimeResponses }) => {
return {

values: runtimeResponses.map(response => {
return {

value: Number(response.content),
timestamp: response.receptionTime

};
})

};
});

We tested this projection by connecting the VSC code editor
augmented with lorgnette to a Chromium instance that was
running a script thatmade an elementmove in a circular pattern.We
used the projection to trace the values of the variables representing
the X and Y positions of the element after each update. Figure 2
shows the result of plotting its X positions. We are not aware of
any such projection for imperative programs in the systems we
reviewed, but we were inspired by the visual probes of Poker [16],
which can dynamically visualise the evolution of values in the graph
of a reactive program.

5.5 Configuring lists of properties
It is quite common to specify a number of properties by hand
when programming. This typically happens when configuring the
graphical properties of a drawing primitive or a plotting function;
when editing a configuration file or the front-matter of a document;

20http://lighttable.com/

as well as when configuring advanced tools such as Pandoc and
FFmpeg, as seen in the results of the design workshop (R5, D10,
D4). Since there is no systematic way to guess what properties can
be configured and which values can each of these properties take,
it usually requires to switch back and forth between the code and
the appropriate documentation. This may be a daunting task when
there are several dozens of optional properties, as illustrated by,
e.g., Matplotlib’s plot function in Python.21

Forms are convenient tools for configuring properties without
knowing what exactly is feasible in advance. We therefore used
lorgnette to create two custom projections with a form user
interface: one for the barplot function of the Seaborn library22 in
Python, and one for the style properties of Vega marks [70] in JSON
( 5 and 6 in Figure 2). For each projection, we used a template
with one slot per property of interest. For the user interfaces, we
took advantage of the fact that lorgnette’s forms can be entirely
customised by describing their content using JSX elements. Form
elements can be automatically bound to a property of the model.
Forms can include other kinds of elements too, such as text and
images, let the user customise the style of the form elements, etc.

const template = new PythonFunctionCallArgumentsTemplate(
"barplot",
{
"palette": new StringEvaluator(),
"color": new ColorEvaluator(),
"errorbar": new StringEvaluator(),
"errcolor": new ColorEvaluator(),
"errwidth": new NumericEvaluator(),
"capsize": new NumericEvaluator()

}
);

const formContent = <>
<Section title="Bar colour">
<p>A single colour takes precedence over the palette.</p>
<Select
formEntryKey="palette"
label="Colour palette"
items={["deep", "muted", "pastel", "dark", "colorblind"]}

/>
<ButtonColorPicker
formEntryKey="color"
label="Unique colour"
defaultValue={Color.fromHexString("#3C5CA0")}

/>
</Section>
<Section title="Error bars">
<Select
formEntryKey="errorbar"
label="Type of error bars"
items={["None", "ci", "pi", "se", "sd"]}

/>
<NumberInput
formEntryKey="errwidth"
label="Thickness"

/>
<NumberInput
formEntryKey="capsize"
label="Length of caps"

/>
<ButtonColorPicker
formEntryKey="errcolor"
label="Color"

/>
</Section>

</>;

21https://matplotlib.org/stable/api/_as_gen/matplotlib.pyplot.plot.html
22https://seaborn.pydata.org

http://lighttable.com/
https://matplotlib.org/stable/api/_as_gen/matplotlib.pyplot.plot.html
https://seaborn.pydata.org
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registerProjection({
name: "Barplot configurator",
requirements: { language: ["python"] },
...template.resourcesAndMappings,
userInterface: {
type: "form",
options: { content: formContent }

},
renderer: "side"

});

These forms support a form of exploratory programming, as
they allow to try and compare different configuration options (such
as different colours and thicknesses) until the output of the code is
satisfying. By combining them with a continuous evaluation of the
code, they can be used to create a live programming environment
with projections offering interfaces similar to those of style inspec-
tors in WYSIWYG interfaces. Projections that display customisable
forms were previously demonstrated in Codelets [58], but the form
elements could only be bound to regions of predefined textual pat-
terns. They also appear in specialised systems, such as Ivy’s custom
templating languages for Vega [50], but they cannot be customised
nor adapted to other languages.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We demonstrated that lorgnette is versatile enough to create
projections that help working with code in various languages and
contexts. In the rest of this section we present the technical limita-
tions of lorgnette that we have identified as well as directions
for future work.

While we believe that most of the 62 projections presented in
Table 1 could be readily recreated using lorgnette, we identified
a few technical limitations in the current prototype. One such
limitation is that lorgnette can only search for fragments in one
file at a time. This prevents lorgnette from supporting composite
code fragments formed by multiple code fragments split across
several files, which are required to modify a CSS file by interacting
with a table described in a HTML file (R9) or create and grade code
assignments where questions and answers are located in separate
files (D14, D16, R2, R3). Another limitation is that lorgnette is
more tailored for projections of restricted pieces of code and local
runtime data rather than entire programs and global runtime data,
such as displaying the stack and the heap [33] or the call graph [45]
of a program. We also did not address the challenge of creating
a renderer that embeds projections in other documents as i-LATEX
does with PDFs generated from the code [30], therefore preventing
the creation of projections for manipulating images directly in the
output (D13). This leaves room for future opportunities to link code
with locations in other documents, possibly inspired by existing
solutions such as SyncTeX [46] and Source Maps.23

In addition to technical limitations, our work leaves a number of
empirical questions open for future work. While our application of
lorgnette to five cases shows that it is possible to use it to create
different sorts of projections, it does not evaluate how hard it is. We
posit that the main challenge for creating projections is to write
the mappings. While it can be short and straightforward in some
cases, e.g., when converting a colour to a different colour space,
23https://developer.chrome.com/blog/sourcemaps/

it can also be long and complex, e.g., when statically analysing
the lifetime of variables in Rust [1] or the dependencies between
iterations in parallelised loops in C [85]. Several techniques may
be used to help write such mappings. Besides manually writing the
functions’ code, users may rely on templates to create projections in
a declarative fashion, as in Vega-Lite [69] and Varv [11], or use code
synthesis tools such as GitHub Copilot24 to assist them in the task.
Future work may explore which strategies work best by studying
how users adapt existing projections, e.g., to work with a different
syntax or language, and create new projections from scratch.

As the use of artificial intelligence techniques by programmers
is on the rise, as shown by ChatGPT25 being used to write, explain,
debug and optimise code [60], so is the importance of making sure
programmers remain able to understand and verify the code gener-
ated by such tools. Future work may study how projections could
help programmers who use code synthesis tools detect faulty code
or fine-tune values interactively with the help of appropriate user
interfaces. Furthermore, we also left the collaborative aspect of
writing code out of the discussion. This leaves room for studying
how programmers would like to use and share projections in col-
laborative workspaces such as Codestrates [68], as well as other
collaboration-specific issues that appear in such contexts.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented lorgnette, a new framework for creating code edit-
ing environments in which users can use and create projections to
view and manipulate fragments of code. It is the first framework
to equally support textual, syntactic and runtime resources and
one of the few that works with multiple computer languages. We
motivated its purpose by analysing 62 projections sourced from the
literature and a design workshop, and we demonstrated its capabil-
ities by implementing projections for five different situations. We
also identified several limitations of our approach and directions
for future work.

Each paradigm for authoring projections has advantages and
weaknesses, including lorgnette. Yet, allowing end-users to cre-
ate and appropriate projections is essential to spread the usage
of semantic interaction. The success of open-source software and
of the internet owes in great part to the freedom they offer users.
The variety of computer languages also demonstrates the need
for diversity in programming tools. We believe this also applies to
projections and that making them malleable and multilingual is
critical to their success.
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A DESIGNWORKSHOP RESULTS
Table 3 (next page) lists the designs and redesigns that were cre-
ated by the participants of the design workshop, while Figure 3
shows examples of code snippets and sketches that were created
by workshop participants.

Notes Flute =
\relative { \time 4/4

ees’4(d c8 ees f)
G,4(a b’)e(
Aes8 cis, cis f bes4 aes4 \bar “||”

}

LilyPond code

(a) Design D1.

ffmpeg -I lecture.mov \
-vcodec h254 -acodec mp3 \
lecture.mp4

Command line instruction

(b) Design D4.

id ; time ; x ; y ; z
0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0
1 ; 0.1 ; 0.1 ; 0 ; 0
2 ; 0.2 ; 0.3 ; 0 ; 0,1

CSV file

(c) Design D8.

Figure 3: Examples of projections created by workshop par-
ticipants that include the sample code (top) and the sketch
(bottom).

B PAPERS WITH PROJECTIONS
Table 4 lists the 22 systems that implement projections that we
collected from the literature We collected 39 projections from these
systems. The table only contains 37 concepts, as two systems al-
low to project the same concept in two different ways: state ma-
chines can be projected either as a grid or as a graph in MPS [79],
and dataframes can be projected either as a grid or as 2D plot in
mage [42].

Table 4: List of the systems containing projections that we
collected from the literature.

System Projected concepts

Livelits [56] Colour
Dataframe
Image transformation

Palettes [57] Colour
Regular expression

Codelets [58] GUI component properties
Graphical properties
Animation properties

Racket’s visual macros [2] Form
Tree
Tsuro

Heterogeneous languages [24] List
Tree
State machine

Vital [35] List

Alectryon [62] Tree
Coded formula
Conway’s Game of Life

MPS [79] State machine

RustViz [1] Rust’s ownership

Python Tutor [33] Runtime stack and heap

Poker [16] Reactive streams

Reacher [45] Call graph

mage [42] Dataframe
Image transformation

The Gamma [61] Dataframe

i-LATEX [30] Document table
Grid layout
Coded formula
Image transformation

B2 [82] Dataframe

Skyline [83] Machine learning metrics

Clint [85] Loop parallelisation

Barista [43] Coded formula

Visual HDL blocks [47] Hardware circuit

Notate [4] Quantum circuit

RxFiddle [6] Reactive stream
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Table 3: Description of the designs (prefixed with D) and redesigns (prefixed with R) created by the participants of the design
workshop. Rows in grey indicate the designs that we ignored in our analysis (see the text for justifications).

N° Description of the design

D1 An interactive music staff to edit LilyPond music scores.
D2 A textual explanation of a binary optimisation program written in Python with Google’s OR-tools.
D3 A form to write and edit a configuration file for, e.g., connecting to a database or a SMTP server.
D4 A form to configure the options of the ffmpeg command line utility, e.g. audio and video output parameters.
D5 An interface to paste code that was previously copied and matches the expected type at the cursor position.
D6 A text editor to modify a Javadoc comment in the code from within the generated documentation.
D7 A graph whose nodes represent functions that can be edited as text and arcs represent calls between functions.
D8 A 3D trajectory editor for a CSV file whose rows contain timestamps and 3D coordinates.
D9 Previews of files (from their paths) and patterns that will be expanded when typing a command in a terminal.
D10 A form to configure a list of properties passed to a function to use the Pandoc conversion tool in Swift.
D11 A grid that represents a webpage and allows to create HTML elements spanning over the selected cells.
D12 A map to draw trajectories and interact with a distribution defined along them to generate data in a table.
D13 An interactive image that can be moved and resized in a PDF generated from LATEX code.
D14 A list of regions in the code that can be hidden/shown to generate Python code to be completed by students.
D15 An interface to syntactically highlight SQL requests written as strings in Java.
D16 An interface to replace code regions by “TODO” comments to create code assignments for students.
D17 A sequence diagram that shows property accesses (horizontal arrows) between objects (vertical lines).
R1 A 3D space showing the evolution of the reference point and how it affects transformations in Processing.
R2 An interface to show the expected solution of a coding assignment next to the student’s code.
R3 An interface to replace code regions in different ways to create code assignments with different levels of difficulty.
R4 A typeset mathematical formula that can be edited to modify mathematics written in LATEX.
R5 A form to configure the fields of a front matter of a Markdown document written in YAML.
R6 A text input to globally rename the “id” property of an element in HTML that is also used in CSS rules.
R7 A preview of the triangles/rectangles formed by successive 3D coordinates in an OBJ file.
R8 Previews of the definition of certain expressions at the location where they are used in the code.
R9 A grid that allows to configure a grid layout to be applied to the children of an HTML element.
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